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Chenango, Otsego, Delaware, Madison Regional Natural Gas Collaborative
September 16, 2010 @ 2:00 p.m.

Chenango County Office Building- Board of Supervisors Chambers

Attendees:

James Bays Orville Cole Kenneth Fogarty Alan Leaver Heriberto Rodriguez Cliff Tamsett
Terry Bliss Peter Darby James Gallant Marie Lusins-McLachlan Richard Schlag Jennifer Tavares
Christine Brunner Rena Doing James Haugli Dennis Lutes Stan Scobie Bradd Vickers
Shane Butler Dick Downey Ross Iannello Linda Natoli Bill Sedwick
Earl Callahan Todd Dreyer Donna Jones Steve Palmatier George Seneck
John Carson Peter Flanagan Steve Keyes Annette Pfannensteil Ken Smith

Introductions:
Steven Palmatier, Moderator and Chenango County Natural Gas Consultant welcomed everyone and asked for introductions around
the room.

Presentations:
Guest speakers Alan Leaver, Norse Energy and James Gallant, Green World Geophysical Environmental Services were introduced by
Mr. Palmatier.

Mr. Gallant gave a presentation on “Minimizing the impact of data acquisition in the field” by providing an overview of Green World
Geophysical Seismic operations in a video titled “A Better Way”. “Green World Geophysical Environmental Services” is the first
“Green” company utilizing solar and wind to operate their GSR nodal seismic system. The company has little or no impact, other then
footprints, on the environment when placing the seismic single element geophones in place. The geophones are buried to reduce
background noise that may interfere with seismic reading.
The S.A.F.E 3-D systems allows for small seismic targeting at depths of 3000-13,000 ft.

Mr. Leaver, Norse Energy, provided a geological presentation explaining seismic gathering “What can be seen and how is the data
interpreted and used”.
Mr. Leaver explained the role of a geologist is to interpret the rocks and formations from data collected by drilling at a well site. The
geophysicist uses seismic to map those formations and that information (from the geologist at the well bore) away from the well. The
maps may be fairly reliably extrapolated for many miles away from the well.

The seismic profile is obtained through multiple geophones in each location. The geophone readings are measured in echo time not
depth. The echo time is then mathematically calculated to straighten the curvature of the seismic lines to determine depth.
In NYS it is not possible to see oil or gas directly on seismic profiles (this type of thing is possible in the Gulf of Mexico). The
seismic data in NYS is used to map subsurface rock formations which are possibly containers for the oil or gas. The formation must
be drilled to test whether or not hydrocarbons are present.

Presentation Discussion:
 What is the source for the seismic “shots”? The source depends on the target, depth, environment and cost. It could be

something as simple as a hammer hitting a metal plate on the surface of the ground, a shotgun blast, various sizes of
dynamite explosives, pneumatic hammers, etc.

 When designing a study, surface lineaments, natural faults/fractures, 2-D and 3-D seismic readings are incorporated. 3-
D seismic profiles result in fewer failures, and the pad sites are smaller. Shallow targets are cheaper to drill while deeper
targets are cheaper to seismic.

 The issue of seismic trespassing was discussed. 3-D seismic readings are limited to specific properties utilizing GIS
mapping as a component. Any recorded data outside the proposed boundaries is deleted. 2-D seismic testing along
roadways can not see off the road into adjacent properties.

 Aerial data (Aero-Meg or spectro-analysis) may be effective for faults but requires considerable expertise.
 What is the dollar value of seismic testing if “shot” data was sold? If sold it would be $1500-$2000.00 per mile. Mr.

Vickers suggested based on this value the property owners should be compensated.
 Seismic data is valuable for finding large faults that could be a problem when drilling, but not effective in finding small

faults <30ft. Vertical faults are visible especially when displacement is evident.
 Seismic profiles of Sandstone vs. Shale: Sandstone may or may not be porous and permeable. If it is porous and

permeable it can be an excellent conventional gas reservoir. Shale is often porous but it is almost never permeable. As a
consequence the gas cannot get out of it naturally. To get the gas out of the shale it must be broken or “fracked” to allow
the release of the gas. This is called an unconventional reservoir. Hydrocarbons in older formations can not be seen
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only in younger rocks (like the Gulf Coast) where hydrocarbon detectors can be seen. However, faults domes, etc. can
be mapped by seismic in older formations and these mapped structures are good candidates to drill as potential reservoirs
for gas or oil.

General Discussion:

 Mr. Bliss advised the committee Otsego County has signed an agreement with Delta Engineering to develop a road oversight
program. The proposal includes opportunities for towns to sign on to the program utilizing engineering expertise and legal
support. A permit system will be handled through one office to avoid duplication, etc.

 Mr. Bliss added several agencies in Otsego County: NYSDOH, Soil/Water, Planning & Development, and SUNY Oneonta
are working on a protocol to assist the public in understanding pre/post drilling issues and well water testing parameters.
This will be educational information only available on the County websites and in the media.

 Mr. Palmatier stated Delta Engineering will be invited to attend one of the Chenango County Natural Gas meetings in the
near future. A representative from “The Chazen Companies” that presented at the July Regional meeting, has offered to have
a teleconference relating to environmental, especially water, issues to discuss potential ideas and services.

 Mr. Gallant stated “Green World Geophysical” has been testing water wells within 300ft. of seismic testing sites.
 Mr. Cole stated “Gastem, Inc.” has tested over 100 water wells prior to drilling in Otsego County. Many of the water wells

exceed NYSDOH standards. Mr. Smith added studies state wide indicate approximately 20% of water wells will not be
potable. Cornell University will be preparing a fact sheet relating to water testing.

 Mr. Cole stated “Gastem, Inc.” has been working closely with Otsego County Soil/Water to develop a confidentially
document as test results can not be shared at this time.

 Mr. Fogarty questioned the number and name of the chemicals used in hydrofracking. Mr. Cole stated natural gas companies
are required by NYS law to provide a chemical list and proportions to NYSDEC prior to receiving a drilling permit. Gastem,
Inc. uses 4-5 chemicals with no variation well to well.

 Mr. Smith asked if there are any plans at this time to drill. Mr. Keyes, Norse Energy, stated they will be cutting back at this
time.

With no further discussion the meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

Attachments:
A Green World Power point presentation and Video may be viewed under “Educational Programs” at the Chenango County website:
http://www.co.chenango.ny.us/Planning/Planning_NatGas.htm

Minutes prepared and recorded by: Rena M. Doing


